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Wireless Heavy-duty
Column Lift - 30 tonne 

Lifting capacity of 7.5t per column
Utilises wireless technology to safely lift a wide range 
of vehicles including Buses, Lorries and large vans
Permanently safe load & safety lock design
Electronic synchronisation of columns
Operating controls on all columns

Part No.: SF/9490
See overleaf for
more information
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Wireless Heavy-duty
Column Lift - 30 tonne 

About the SF/9490 range
The SF/9490 is a wireless 4-unit column lift powered 
by rechargeable 24v batteries. It benefits from an 
advanced synchronization system enabling the 
columns to rise and lower smoothly, even if the load 
is not the same for each column. A hydraulic pump 
powered by a 24v motor operates each column. For 
safety, a height limit switch automatically stops the 
lift once the maximum point is reached. The lifting 
will also stop when there is a difference of more 
than 50mm on any column. Each column also has a 
mechanical lock.  
 
The SF/9490 displays the current lifting height, battery 
charge level, mode type, and other details. When 
the columns are in use, there are no cables or other 
trip hazards. Since the mobile columns are battery-
powered, the columns can be easily relocated (when 
unladen) to numerous locations in the workshop. 
Each column has operation and emergency 
stop buttons for ease of use. As with all Tecalemit 
equipment, these lifts are fully certified. It also carries 
an IP54 rating meaning it is splash-proof.

Issue No.: SF/9490 Oct 2022

Technical Specifications & Dimensions
Lifting Capacity.........................7.5t Per Column (30.0t Overall)
Max Lifting Height...................................................................1700mm
Voltage........................................................................................................24v
Motor Power.......................................................................................2.2kW
Column Dimensions........1300(L) x 1100(W) x 2300(H) mm
Fork Length.....................................................................................380mm
Fork Width...........................................................................280 - 580mm
Weight....................................................................710kg (Per Column)
Lifting Time............................................................................................120s
Battery Capacity.......................................20 Up and Down cycles
Battery Charger......................................................Single phase 220v


